Announcement: The new journal
of Transplantation Biology . . .

TRANSPLANTATION

“Scientists who have a common and important purpose and who use rather similar methods to achieve it will always in the end demand a journal devoted to their own special interests. So it has been with transplantation biology, a scientific growth of remarkable vigor, and this new journal Transplantation.”—From the Editorial by P. B. Medawar

Transplantation is the journal of definitive publication, containing formal papers and brief reports, abstracts of basic and clinical papers on tissue transplantation and immunological reactions, and featuring bibliographies of pertinent special topics.


Editorial board: F. Albert, Brussels; D. B. Amos, Buffalo; C. A. L. Bassett, New York; D. W. van Bekkum, Ryswijk; C. C. Congdon, Oak Ridge; J. M. Converse, New York; M. DeBakey, Houston; F. J. Dixon, Jr., La Jolla; R. J. Egdaahl, Richmond; M. Edgerton, Baltimore; J. W. Ferreebee, Cooperstown; M. Hasek, Prague; W. Hildemann, Los Angeles; G. Klein, Stockholm; W. J. Kolff, Cleveland; S. Lawrence, New York; C. Martinez, Minneapolis; N. A. Mitchison, London; L. A. Peer, East Orange; R. Schwartz, Boston; W. K. Silvers, Philadelphia; M. Simonsen, Sussex; R. B. Stark, New York; J. J. Trentin, Houston; H. Winn, Bar Harbor; M. F. A. Woodruff, Edinburgh; L. Zilber, Moscow.

Partial Contents of the January Issue . . .

Histoincompatibility associated with the X chromosome in mice. D. W. Bailey
The use of antigenic tissue extracts to weaken the immunological reaction against skin homografts in mice. P. B. Medawar
Determination of specific immunological tolerance in radiation chimeras. D. W. van Bekkum
Bibliography of tumor transplantation. A. H. Handler


Transplantation is a quarterly, 400 pages a year. Price per year .................$10.00
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REAGENTS and MEDIA
for
TISSUE CULTURE
and
VIRUS PROPAGATION

These reagents are prepared and standardized to preserve unaltered the properties of the original material and include those commonly employed for the slide, roller tube and flask culture techniques for propagation and study of tissue cells and viruses in vitro.

REAGENTS OF ANIMAL ORIGIN—Desiccated and Liquid

Plasma, Sera and Serous Fluids
Embryos and Embryo Extracts
Ultrafiltrates

REAGENTS, CHEMICALLY DEFINED—Dilute and Concentrate

Synthetic Media—Eagle-HeLa, Eagle L, Scherer, 199, 703 and all formulas
Balanced Salt Solutions—Earle, Gey, Hanks, Osgood, Simms, Tyrode and all formulas

ENZYMES INDICATORS AMINO ACIDS
HYDROLYSATES MEDIA ENRICHMENTS
BIOCHEMICALS CARBOHYDRATES
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